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Globalisation of the construction industry has meant that people from different national cultures often work together. This creates many additional challenges for the industry, one of which is forming and maintaining a positive safety culture. This study focuses on a Spanish subcontractor working in the UK on a large construction project (+£500m). Throughout a 9-month period, an ethnographic study was undertaken to explore the safety-related challenges that were created for the principal contractor; the lead researcher was able to spend time on the project as a participant observer to gather data around this phenomenon. Despite some regarding it as suspicious, ethnography has now emerged as another approach for understanding the construction industry. This paper demonstrates that through this qualitative approach, new avenues can be explored to broaden and improve our understanding of the industry. The Spanish subcontractor had a faster but less safe culture than their UK counterparts and found it difficult to change their ways and comply with stricter regulations. During the study period, the Spanish subcontractor was stopped numerous times for safety reasons, and even temporarily removed from site. These failings led to the appointment of a health and safety advisor which did lead to some improvements. The challenges did not only occur when the Spanish subcontractor was not following regulations or revealing a poor safety culture, but also when they appeared to display competence. Under UK legislation, the principle contractor is required to check and monitor the competence of the subcontractor and their systems. However in one scenario the principal contractor did not know anything about the Spanish system the subcontractor were using, so how would it be possible to monitor competence? Findings suggest that whilst the Spanish subcontractor may have been a low-cost option initially, safety risks were increased leading to significant amounts of time, money and resources being required to attempt to control these risks.
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INTRODUCTION

In most countries, large construction projects employ significant numbers of ethnic minorities (Dainty et al., 2007) as labour and specialist subcontractors are drawn from the global construction market. Hispanic workers in the US have received some attention in literature yet there is very little or no research on Hispanic or Spanish-speaking workers in the UK. The case study project explored here is currently under construction by workers of a large number of nationalities, including the Spanish subcontractor who forms the focus of this research. This paper aims to explore the safety-related challenges of this Spanish subcontractor with a mixed Spanish and Portuguese workforce, operating within a UK culture, whilst also enabling reflection on the use of ethnography as a successful research method in this field.
THE SAFETY OF MIGRANT WORKERS

A poor safety culture is often highlighted as a factor in the causation of accidents. Creating one positive safety culture among an organisation is a difficult task, especially when the organisation is large, which makes it harder to steer, even with full commitment (Hudson, 2007). This task becomes even more challenging when the organisation has migrant workers from various backgrounds. In the UK, there is no doubt that an influx of migrant workers is creating additional challenges to employers (Tutt et al., 2011).

In a study by the HSE (2013a), migrant workers were at a greater risk in construction than British born workers because of language differences, inexperience or lack of understanding of UK Health and Safety standards and cultural differences. In 2006/07 an influx of migrant workers into the UK was identified as the reason for a 25% increase in fatalities, due to communication issues and poor work practises (Owen, 2007). In the following year almost a fifth (17%) of recorded construction deaths involved migrant workers, despite migrant workers only estimated to comprise of 2.4% of construction workers (Tutt et al., 2011). Research found that two-thirds of migrant workers received no health and safety training, while the other third tended to have a short site induction, but this is often not understood or communicated effectively (McKay et al., 2006). Communication barriers with migrant workers have not only been highlighted as a problem in Australia’s culturally diverse construction industry (e.g. Loosemore and Lee, 2002), but Sells (2007) describes it as a ‘leading concern’ amongst migrant Hispanic trades workers.

The influx in Hispanic workers in the US has enabled their construction industry to meet its workforce demands, but unfortunately this has occurred with costs in health and safety of Hispanic construction workers, as Hispanic workers appear to experience a large number of accidents compared to their employment levels (Goodrum and Dai, 2005). Dong and Platner (2004) found that nearly one-third of Hispanic construction workers spoke only Spanish, and their risk of fatal occupational injury was almost twice that of other construction workers. According to Brunette (2004), Hispanic workers, in general, come to the US with a poor understanding of Health and Safety, little or no experience in building trades and had little or no government enforcement of safety regulations. With English not being their mother language, any understanding of the educational or training exercises will be significantly lower than for the native speakers. Clearly, the influx in Hispanic construction workers to the US has created additional challenges and is receiving attention. Yet, research on Hispanic migrant workers from Spain working in the UK is very limited. This could be because there are less Hispanic workers in the UK than in the US, however, as the industry becomes more global, many workers from various backgrounds will be required to work together, including Spanish and UK employees.

Workplace Accident Rates in Spain and the UK

The HSE (2013b) released European comparison figures for the estimated incidence rates (per 100,000 workers) of fatal accidents at work in 2010. This included all workplace fatal injuries except road traffic accidents and accidents on board transport. The UK had the third lowest rate (0.71 per 100,000 workers) out of the 23 European countries behind Slovakia and the Netherlands. Spain was the tenth lowest with an incident rate of 1.76 per 100,000 workers. This inconsistency between Spain and the UK may suggest there is a difference within the safety culture of the two nations.
RESEARCH APPROACH

Ethnography is an established qualitative research methodology that often uses participant observation as a main research tool. Since observational research does not intervene with the activities being investigated (Alder and Alder, 2000) ethnography is particularly suitable for studying sensitive issues (safety in construction is often a very sensitive issue) since this type of research can provide rich, detailed descriptions about the unknown or little known (Li, 2008). This study investigates a Spanish subcontractor in a UK culture that was based at a large construction project (+£500m) for a 9 month period. ‘Moderate’ participant observation was implemented, which DeWalt and DeWalt (1998) suggest can provide a good balance of essential involvement and necessary detachment to remain objective. Therefore, although time was spent actively engaging through observations, conversations with employees and attending meetings; time was also spent detached to recording findings and avoid the risk of getting so close to the subjects that objectivity can be lost. The data collected was recorded, coded and analysed through software program, nVivo, with the highlights of the findings being summarised within this paper.

By employing this research method, the primary aim of this study was to identify the difference in the safety culture between the Spanish and UK workers and the safety-related challenges caused by a Spanish subcontractor working in a UK culture. The following ethnography describes in detail the ‘real life’ safety-related challenges that employing a Spanish subcontractor in a UK culture caused. The passages have been presented as detailed as possible to allow the reader to concur with the interpretations made or to make their own interpretations. The fact that different interpretations are possible is an accepted aspect of this type of research and does not reduce the validity of the study. For ethical reasons, and to protect the subjects within this study, names within the following passages are false.

¿DÓNDE ESTÁ EL SOL?

A Spanish Subcontractor in a UK Culture

In the summer of 2013, a new Spanish subcontractor began working on a large construction project in the UK. This offered an opportunity to explore the safety behaviours of Spanish and Portuguese operatives and management in a UK culture. However, their introduction onto the site did not last long, as they were quickly removed after causing design, operational and safety concerns revolving around incomplete method statements and risk assessments during a trial construction. On their return to work, the lead researcher, investigated through ethnography. The following passage describes highlights of the findings in first person.

The First Visit

James, one of the safety advisors, was going out to do a regular workplace inspection on the Spanish subcontractor’s site, and I had the opportunity to accompany him. On his previous inspection he found that the design of a 21 metre work platform had been incorrectly erected. There were pins and bracing that were missing, misplaced or not clipped on, while four operatives were working at the top. He had to stop the works. The temporary designs of the works were being altered between the approved documents and what was being built on-site. James was hoping to see improvements.

Once they arrived on site, they met with Pedro, one of the management staff of the Spanish subcontractor. While James addressed another issue that had arisen, I had a
chance to introduce myself and chat with Pedro. Pedro explained that he was enjoying
the project and was grateful to be there, but admitted he knew his team would need to
improve their safety practices if they wished to stay for the long-term. Following my
further questions, he continued to say that they had been receiving severe criticism for
their safety practices and ‘they were right’ to be criticised but it was very difficult to
adjust their safety culture. They were used to their way of working, a way he
described as ‘quicker and less safe’. He further explained that they were doing their
best to reach the safety expectations but it was not proving easy.

During the inspection and other site visits, I began to observe the Spanish and
Portuguese workplace behaviours. It became clear their behaviours were different to
that of the UK workers I had seen on the project. The Spanish and Portuguese workers
appeared to be more tolerant to taking risks: they would often walk behind moving
plant without being acknowledged by the driver, use mobiles while driving and the
housekeeping was not the same standard as on other sites on the project. Though UK-
based workers were also observed taking unsafe risks around the project, it was not to
the same frequency as the Spanish and Portuguese workers. James, the safety advisor,
was also of this opinion.

**Climbing the Tall Piers**

On another visit, I had the opportunity to go up the piers being constructed with
representatives from the Spanish subcontractor and the principle contractor including
Ben, a safety rep in the section. Ben was moved to work with the Spanish
subcontractor in hope that it would help to improve their ways of working. Ben had
worked with Portuguese workers before so said he knew what to expect. He thought
the Spanish and Portuguese workers on the project were ‘great guys’ but he did admit
it wasn’t as enjoyable as working with the UK workers, due to the restrictions with
language barriers. There were still many of the Spanish and Portuguese operatives that
did not speak English, but Ben seemed to think their English was improving. He said
to me that the Spanish subcontractor’s operatives thought it was great that the
principal contractor was so concerned about their safety and had never had anything
like it before. He expanded to say that it wasn’t the workers that were resistant to the
safety demands, but instead the Spanish subcontractor’s management who were ‘more
concerned about the bank accounts’. Though the Spanish and Portuguese operatives
were happy for improved safety methods he didn’t think their behaviour had changed
to become more safety conscious – they were still used to their way of working. Ben
cared about their safety and had reported a serious breach by four of the Spanish
subcontractor’s employees: a manager and 3 operatives had ignored a physical barrier
and a red ‘do not use’ tag on the access stairs to a pier. This occurred directly after the
ten minute brief, in which the contents had been created by the principle contractors
H&S Manager in an attempt to improve their perceptions. This resulted in a safety re-
induction of all of the Spanish subcontractor staff and an official written warning for
failing to adhere to the principal contractor’s health and safety standards.

The Spanish subcontractor had placed nets around the working platform on the piers
to catch any falling objects. Standing at the top of the pier, Ben and I noticed that
these nets had accumulated a lot of debris that had fallen, far more than you would
expect for accidental falls. During a weekly meeting with the principal contractor and
the Spanish subcontractor, which I was fortunate enough to attend, this issue was
brought up. The principal contractor had concluded that the nets must have been used
as ‘a bin’ rather than a protective safety measure (the net is only meant to be there to
catch something if it accidently falls). A design to close the gap to reduce the falls was insisted upon the reluctant Spanish subcontractor in the meeting.

‘What does this tell us? That concrete pours are more important than safety?’

The Weekly Meetings

As an ethnographer, I found the weekly meetings fascinating. The mood in the meeting room was tense with strong flashes of frustration and anger. For well over an hour the Spanish subcontractor would be ‘hammered’ for their failure to comply in various areas. During my first meeting, I sympathised with the Spanish employees, though it was clear others had lost their patience with them.

The meeting room also revealed the attitudes of the Spanish subcontractor’s management. One of the most revealing examples revolved around a simple safety design that had been requested for months. A basic safety design was required since there was a 450mm gap between the toe-board and the handrail, which meant if objects were dropped, they could bounce on the metal walkway and over the toe-board. Hence, the toe-board was not sufficient and the principal contractor suggested using netting. On one occasion a chamfer was actually seen resting on top of a toe-board, meaning it could easily fall over the side - totally defeating the toe-board’s purpose. This basic safety design had been requested for months without completion, yet when a temporary design change was needed for a concrete pour to commence, the design was ready within two hours. The Spanish subcontractor’s project manager was asked directly in the weekly meeting: ‘What does this tell us? That concrete pours are more important than safety? Why can you not get us this safety design?’. The project manager replied that he could not confirm a date as it was in the hands of an external designer and out-with his control. The principal contractor found this answer hard to believe, especially when it was possible to obtain a temporary design for a concrete pour within two hours. This perhaps suggests that the Spanish subcontractor did not want to spend time and money implementing netting around the working platforms and did not perceive it as an urgent or important issue.

Many of the other safety issues were slow to being closed out including ladders on the access to the piers, which did not comply with the UK regulations. This issue was raised in October and new ladders finally arrived in March the following year. The principal contractor was also demanding the Spanish subcontractor’s project manager to plan the works, a legal requirement (CDM, 2007) that was overdue. It appeared the project manager was perhaps struggling to complete this task because he was not trained to the UK standards (his UK site managers training was not for three months). He explained that he didn’t know what other subcontractors were doing around them, so for example he didn’t know which areas were available for loading/unloading.

On-site it appeared that there was this lack of integration between the neighbouring UK-based subcontractor and Spanish subcontractor. When speaking to Goggsy, a site manager of a UK-based subcontractor working in the site area next to the Spanish subcontractor, he explained that he was always looking for improve their ways of work and was curious to see the Spanish subcontractors systems. His suggestions to them were apparently just ignored and they seemed not interested. Despite being site neighbours it was clear that there were separate teams and safety cultures. According to Loosemore et al. (2010), such segregation caused by language and cultural barriers, can pose challenges with not only safety but also waste, quality and productivity.
A large construction project or a pub in England?

I also got a chance to speak with the Cristian, a member of management staff for the Spanish subcontractor. I had met Cristian in the weekly meetings but this was the first time he had the opportunity to speak with him on-site. Cristian had previously worked in construction projects in Spain, but had to move due to the difficult economic situation in Spain. He therefore came to the UK to work in a pub and learn English. After two years the opportunity arose to return to the construction industry, working on this project in the UK. When I asked if there was a big difference in safety between UK and Spanish construction, he explained that: the culture is undoubtedly very different, that higher safety standards were expected in the UK and that the codes were more detailed. He gave the example that in Spain ‘a ladder is just a ladder’ but in the UK there are required sizes and specifications. The closest he had come to UK standards in Spain was when he had worked in high-speed rail. The smaller projects in Spain were less safety conscious. Just like Pedro, he said the work on the jobs he had done in Spain was ‘much quicker than here but less safe’ and that they could do ‘a lift a day’ – a very fast rate. He did go on to say that though the culture is less safe in Spain, it is not a ‘disaster’ and he had not seen any major injuries. Comparing the statistics, a HSE report (2013) found that Spain has approximately 1 extra workplace death per 100,000 workers than the UK.

Cristian had found it very stressful working on the project and even said that at times he enjoyed working in the bar in England more than working on this large construction project. He explained that sometimes he thought it was very frustrating working with the principal contractor, especially as the Spanish subcontractor was reliant on their equipment. Sometimes Cristian would have five men ready to work but the principal contractor would impose an action that they must do before the works could be carried. But this action, a safety requirement or other, sometimes did not require all five men, which meant a greater cost. Cristian seemed to think that the principal contractor did not seem to understand.

How do we check competence when we don’t know what they are doing?

There had been several occasions where the Spanish subcontractors had not reached the safety standards expected and work had to be stopped. However, there were even challenges when the Spanish subcontractor appeared competent. During operations the Spanish subcontractor planned to use a Spanish scaffold system; a system they appeared competent in and had all the required documentation from Spain to communicate that they were qualified and competent. Yet this system was unknown to the principal contractor, so how would it be possible to monitor and check competence in this particular system? (UK legislation – Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007 – requires this). It was concluded by the principal contractor that to be able to continue, the Spanish subcontractor would have to use a system that was used and recognised in the UK in order to check competence. Though through further investigation into the system being used, it was actually found to be out of date (it had been superseded since tender) and hence the system had to be changed anyway. Had the system not been superseded and had to be changed because of lack of knowledge in the work system, it would have been very frustrating for the Spanish subcontractor.

We need paperwork as well as your concrete

On another occasion on site, I got another brief opportunity to speak with Pedro. Having heard that poor method statements and risk assessments had an influence in

---

2 UK is 0.71 and Spain is 1.76 deaths per 100,000 workers. Note this is deaths across all industries.
their initial removal during the trial construction period, I was curious if Pedro could enlighten me on such safety methods used in Spain. Pedro explained that back in Spain they have risk assessments or something similar but they are often not completed properly or even at all. He had found that the paperwork requirements on this project were much greater than to what he was used to.

‘If you pay me another salary…’

Behavioural-based safety (BBS) training was introduced across the site. One of the most powerful tools used in BBS sessions are safety videos. Yet with this tool being in English, the impact on little or non-English speaking migrant workers is significantly reduced. Translating the subtitles from English to Spanish would be a very timely procedure, and one English and Spanish speaking employee joked that he would only do it if ‘you pay me another salary’. This reduction in understanding is similar to Brunette’s (2004) findings for Hispanic workers in the US - where non-English speaking workers gained less from training than English speaking.

Safety Advisor or ‘Policeman’?

There were fears from the works manager within the section that there would be a major incident, and he had therefore requested as much coverage as possible from the principal contractor’s safety team. The problems and issues had been noted by the principal contractor’s project director, who told the Spanish subcontractor in a meeting that they had to improve. Following fears that the Spanish subcontractor could be removed from their post due to these safety concerns, they employed their own full-time safety advisor. The new safety advisor felt like a ‘policeman’, having to watch the Spanish workers very carefully. However, the safety performance certainly made improvements following his arrival. Even from the weekly meetings this was evident - safety discussions had taken over an hour, but as items got closed out from week to week, the safety aspects could be discussed within 20 minutes.

A key factor in this improvement was the liaison between the Spanish subcontractor’s new safety advisor and their management. The Spanish subcontractor appeared to feel more comfortable taking advice from their own employee, especially when it involved cost. The improvements have been positive, but there are still incidents occurring and a lot of work to do moving forward. Had this improvement not have occurred, it would have put the principal contractor in a very difficult position. If they were to remove the Spanish subcontractor, the dismissal process would have to be flawless, which would require time to gather all the evidence and issue formal written warnings. The principal contractor could also not afford to wait too long to make such a decision, as if an incident occurred and an investigation concluded that the principle contractor were mismanaging the subcontractor - by giving regular verbal warnings with no action, the principle contractor could be liable.

ETHNOGRAPHIC FINDINGS IN CONTEXT

The above ethnographic findings should be situated in relation to current understanding of Hispanic workers in an English-speaking country. In this study the Spanish subcontractor were unfamiliar with the safety demands placed upon them. This difference in safety expectations caused great stress, a factor that has been suggested to have a contributory role in accidents (Murphy et al., 1986). The differences in national culture also caused issues with systems of work and paperwork expectations for method statements and risk assessments. In reflection, it is therefore of no great surprise that Brunette (2004) stated that a clear understanding of the
cultural backgrounds of the Hispanic workforce is critical. As well as causing issues and stress with the systematic practices, this study also found that the difference in national culture also brought other negative factors such as: lesser safety training and supervision, inadequate safety knowledge, communication and literacy issues. These negative factors were also identified in a study by CDC (2008) as contributory factors for 200 Hispanic workers deaths in the US. The concerned principal contractor acted on these negative factors by ensuring all safety communication was available in both Spanish and English, having BBS training sessions and insisting on the appointment of a full-time safety advisor. Though these negative factors were concerning, the two greatest concerns were caused by: the Spanish subcontractor's apparent acceptance of unsafe conditions and their desire to work fast. The Spanish subcontractor's site was subject to a variety of unsafe conditions usually involving poor housekeeping; though more severe conditions were witnessed such as the incorrectly erected 21 metre high working platform. Despite the safety issues caused by such conditions the workers appeared to tolerate these risks. In a study by Roelofs et al (2011), Hispanic workers in the US felt that their only option in opposing unsafe conditions was to leave the job, rather than 'speak out' against these conditions, and that the 'need for a job' was often a factor in tolerating the unsafe conditions. At the time of this study, Eurostat (2014) had Spain's unemployment rate at a staggering 25.6%, compared to the UK's 7.1%. Such economic disadvantage has been used to partially explain why there is disparity in injury rates by investigators (eg. Pransky et al., 2002). Though this lack of opposition to unsafe conditions may have been due to the 'need for a job' and economic disadvantage, the reluctance to 'speak out' against hierarchy has been found to being within Hispanic national culture. One of Hofstede's (1997) four original dimensions, Power index (PD) is related to how the hierarchal structure of the organisation is interpreted and in countries with high PD, the management’s authority is accepted as a natural consequence of inequality. Spanish speaking countries score highly on PD and despite Spain being in the lower end of this group with 57, this score is still considered high. In such high PD cultures, organisation is hierarchical with decision making decentralised (Mearns and Yule, 2009), which means decisions related to safety are made by superiors and are expected to be obeyed by subordinates (Gyekye and Salminen, 2006). This cultural trait could also partially explain why there was a high turnover of operatives in this study - workers were more likely to leave than discuss their safety concerns or other problems. This high turnover was frustrating for the safety management that were trying to change and improve safety attitudes and behaviours; a frustration that corresponds with literature, which has suggested that stable groups are linked with low accident rates (Gherardi and Nicolini, 2002).

The Spanish subcontractor would work at a much faster rate and were aware that this approach was less safe. The workers appreciated emphasise on safety, but thought the managers were less involved in safety for financial reasons. In Roelofs et al's study a similar conclusion was found; that Hispanic workers in the US were found to being under greater pressure to work fast, often to assure supervisors' bonuses. The workers in Roelof et al's study also took responsibility for not taking safety precautions themselves and 'going along' with it - again a high PD culture trait.

CONCLUSIONS
In this study, the Spanish subcontractor was initially a low-cost option, but due to cultural differences there were increased risks and safety-related challenges. The Spanish subcontractor’s risk assessments and method statements were originally of a
lower standard, and it appeared that their workers were more prone to taking risks, such a walking behind moving vehicles. Language barriers seemed to cause confusion and separations in the safety culture, make work less enjoyable, limit interventions and make it more difficult to improve behaviours through training. These issues resulted in extra expense and the need for additional resources including extra supervision, training available in other languages (or having interpreters) and having posters, signs, toolbox talks, ten minute briefs available in other languages. There were also challenges when the Spanish subcontractor appeared to be displaying competence, as a system they were using was unknown to the principal contractor and hence they could not monitor competence. It is recommended that for future cross cultural collaborations, such challenges are planned and priced for.

There has been very little research into differences in safety culture on construction sites across various nations. This could be due to the narrow research methods used in the industry. Pink et al. (2013) describe the strength of the ethnographic approach as being able to make informal (or unofficial) practises, interactions and ways of knowing visible. Despite all the safety-related challenges discussed that were made visible through this ethnographic approach, the accident and incident statistics of the Spanish subcontractor were not noteworthy in comparison to others on the project. Hence had a more traditional quantitative approach been applied these issues could have gone unnoticed. This paper adds weight to the argument that through ethnography, new avenues are possible which can widen the range of findings and understanding in the industry.

Statistical evidence suggests that Spain is a more dangerous place to work than the UK. In this study, the Spanish subcontractor acknowledged that their safety culture within the construction industry is ‘less safe’ but more productive. This may have resulted in a national cultural clash that could feasibly have led to many of the safety-related challenges outlined. As the industry becomes more globalised, with employees from a variety of backgrounds having to work together, understanding this area will only gather importance.
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